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Welcome 

Introduction 

Welcome to the Sysgem Access Gateway – an easy-to-use remote access 

solution which leaves you in control of your data. 

We hope you have already installed the Access Gateway and found it easy to get 

acquainted with, but you will no doubt wish to explore the further features and 

options that it makes available to you.  This Configuration and Administration 

Guide describes the features of the Access Gateway server and its management 

tools; other parts of the Access Gateway documentation cover the features of the 

Remote Connector and Access Gateway client software.  For more details, 

please see the About This Manual section. 

About This Manual 

This is the second of four volumes of documentation provided with the Access 

Gateway; the complete documentation set consists of: 

 Volume 1: Getting Started 

 Volume 2: Configuration and Administration Guide 

 Volume 3: Remote Connector User’s Guide 

 Volume 4: Access Gateway Client User’s Guide 

The other three volumes should be available from the same location as this one 

or from your distributor or the Sysgem website. 

 When additional information is available on a particular topic, a note like 

this one will let you know in which volume it can be found. 

This Configuration and Administration Guide covers the options available to 

configure the Access Gateway server and the management facilities included for 

day-to-day administration and monitoring.  Each section of the guide begins with 

an explanation of how the Access Gateway treats the concepts being discussed, 

before describing how the relevant displays in the management tools allow you 

to work with your configuration. 

 As you work through the guide, you’ll find occasional side comments (like 

this one) that include useful hints that aren’t part of the main workflow.  

Alternatively they might indicate that certain features are advanced 

features that will be covered elsewhere. 
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Some terms used in this guide may be introduced in italics; we hope their 

meaning will be explained by the surrounding text, but they are also described in 

the Glossary section at the back of the guide. 

Throughout this guide, screenshots and example configurations are shown to 

help illustrate the principles being discussed.  Whilst representative, there might 

be slight variations between the example shown in the guide and what you see 

on your screen; in some cases this may be due to differences between Windows 

environments, but in others it could be because of minor changes to the Access 

Gateway software.  Sysgem makes every effort to ensure that such changes do 

not impact upon the functionality being described, but if you encounter difficulty 

please contact us at support@sysgem.eu for assistance. 

mailto:support@sysgem.eu
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The Access Gateway Server 

Prerequisites and Installation 

The Access Gateway Server is the central Windows service that provides 

communications between end-users (running the Access Gateway client and 

Remote Connector components), and therefore needs to be installed on a 

computer that is reliably available on the network from any location where an 

end-user may need to access it.  This may require that the system is accessible 

from outside your LAN; please see the Network Configuration section below for 

more details. 

The service should be installed on a Microsoft Windows system, and also 

requires that version 4 (or newer) of the Microsoft .NET Framework is present; 

as a result, Windows versions starting with Vista/Server 2008 are supported.  No 

other software is required before installing. 

When using the main Access Gateway installation kit, the installation routine 

checks for the presence of a suitable version of the .NET Framework; if one is 

not found, it will be downloaded from Microsoft and installed automatically.  If 

this automatic installation is not possible or desirable in your environment, 

please ensure the .NET Framework has been installed before launching the 

Access Gateway installation. 

First-Time Installation 

When you install the Access Gateway Server for the first time, the installation 

wizard prompts you to specify a name for the new server.  This name will be 

used later to provide a default name for each Access Gateway registration at 

clients, management tools and Remote Connectors. 

During installation, the Access Gateway’s configuration data store is created and 

initialized with the default settings, including the name you have provided.  

However, you can easily change the name later using the Settings option in the 

management tools. 

Upgrading Your Access Gateway Server 

Upgrading your Access Gateway installation is straightforward; simply install 

the new version as normal and, if a previous version is found, it will be upgraded 

and your configuration and historical log data retained. 

 Do not uninstall the existing version of the Access Gateway; if you do, the 

upgrade installation will not be able to migrate your configuration and a 

first-time installation will be performed instead! 
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When performing an upgrade installation, the prompt for a name will be skipped 

as the existing name will be retained as part of the existing Access Gateway 

configuration. 

 During the upgrade process, the Access Gateway service will be stopped 

briefly before being automatically restarted; any currently-active sessions 

through the Access Gateway will be terminated. 

Network Configuration 

The Access Gateway uses two different types of network communication: 

 session traffic: between the Access Gateway, Access Gateway clients and 

Remote Connectors 

 management traffic: between the Access Gateway and the management tools 

Session traffic is carried over standard TCP/IP connections, using TCP port 7255 

by default.  If required, this port can be changed using the Settings display in the 

management tools; however, whichever port you choose will need to be open to 

connections from Remote Connectors and Access Gateway clients running on 

end-user machines.  Therefore, if users should be able to connect to the Access 

Gateway from outside your LAN (for instance, home or mobile users requiring 

assistance from the helpdesk or connecting to their office workstations), you will 

need to ensure that this port is forwarded from an external IP address to the 

machine running the Access Gateway server.  In addition, any firewalls along the 

route may need to be updated to allow this traffic to pass through. 

 During installation, the Access Gateway server is registered with the 

Windows Firewall service running on the local computer.  However, if you 

use any other local firewall system, you may need to add suitable rules to 

allow the Access Gateway traffic. 

Management operations, on the other hand, are not handled directly by the 

Access Gateway but are instead performed via the Windows Management 

Instrumentation (WMI) interface.  For more information on the communication 

requirements for management operations, please see the Windows Management 

Instrumentation (WMI) section later in this guide. 

Maintenance 

The Access Gateway Server runs as a Windows service called Sysgem Access 

Gateway; this service can be stopped and started using standard Windows tools 

such as the Services MMC snap-in, NET START/STOP or SC. 

Stopping the service will terminate all active Access Gateway sessions and 

disconnect all Remote Connectors; however, persistent sessions will re-establish 

themselves automatically shortly after the service is restarted. 

There should usually be no need to perform maintenance on the service itself, 

and all configuration can be performed using the Access Gateway management 

tools as described in this guide.  However, if you do need to verify that the 

service has been installed correctly and is currently running, you can use the 

WMIC command-line tool to list the version details of the running instance: 

C:\Windows>WMIC /NAMESPACE:\\root\Sysgem\AccessGateway PATH Server GET 
BuildNumber Copyright    … 
6197  Copyright © 2013 - 2014 by Sysgem AG … 
 
C:\Windows> 
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If the service is not running or has not registered its WMI management provider 

(e.g. if it has not been properly installed), you will instead receive an error 

message such as the following: 

C:\Windows>WMIC /NAMESPACE:\\root\Sysgem\AccessGateway PATH Server GET 
No Instance(s) Available. 
 
C:\Windows>WMIC /NAMESPACE:\\root\Sysgem\AccessGateway PATH Server GET 
Node – COMPUTERNAME 
ERROR: 
Description = Invalid namespace 
 
C:\Windows> 

In this case, we recommend performing a Repair of the Access Gateway 

installation kit or a reinstallation following the method described above for an 

upgrade installation – this should ensure that all service and WMI registrations 

are correctly established.  

Access Gateway Log Files 

The Access Gateway Server maintains two classes of logging information – the 

biggest class is audit and accounting information for Access Gateway sessions, 

which is stored in the internal data store and can be accessed via the management 

tools (see the Audit and Usage Logging sections of this guide).  However, it also 

keeps diagnostic log files of service operations, which are stored as text files in 

the server’s installation directory. 

These files usually only contain basic details about the service startup process, 

such as the following: 

Sysgem Access Gateway Central Server v1.0 build 6162 
Copyright © 2013 - 2014 by Sysgem AG 
 
Base license found and loaded; no serial number. 
Licensed to Trial User. 
Licensed for unlimited concurrent channels. 

However, if you encounter difficulty with your Access Gateway installation, 

Sysgem Support may ask you to enable a more verbose debugging mode which 

will write additional details to these files.  Should this be necessary, Sysgem will 

provide you with the required configuration details to enable this mode.  
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Notes: 
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The Access Gateway 
Management Tools 

Introduction 
The Access Gateway is configured and managed through the standard SysMan 

Utilities interface.  If you have an existing SysMan installation you do not need 

to install a new one just for the Access Gateway; the management tools are 

included in every edition of SysMan: 

• SysMan Utilities Standard Edition 

• SysMan Utilities Professional Edition 

• SysMan Utilities Free Edition 

• SysMan Remote Control 

When you elect to install the Management Tools via the Access Gateway 

installation kit, it checks whether you already have any member of the SysMan 

family installed.  If you do, it will leave that installation untouched; please see 

the Updating an Existing SysMan Installation section later in this chapter for 

details on making sure your existing installation is up-to-date with Access 

Gateway management support. 

However, if you do not currently have a SysMan product installed, choosing to 

install the Management Tools via the Access Gateway installation kit will 

download and install SysMan Remote Control in order to provide the 

management tools and Access Gateway client functionality. 

 SysMan Remote Control can also be installed separately from the Access 

Gateway installation kit, for instance when adding additional workstations 

for management or Access Gateway client use.  Such a standalone 

installation does not require the .NET Framework to be installed first, 

unlike the main installation kit. 

SysMan Editions 

The SysMan family of products includes several editions with different 

capabilities, to allow you flexibility in choosing a product that best suits your 

needs. 

Although all SysMan editions are capable of managing an Access Gateway (and 

also acting as an Access Gateway client for connecting to sessions), the editions 

differ in what other functionality is available: 
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SysMan Utilities Professional Edition stands apart from the other editions by 

providing a multi-user system, with centralized control and auditing of users’ 

privileges and actions on managed systems.  When using the Professional 

edition, you can restrict the Access Gateway management features available to 

individual users as appropriate – for instance, one group of SysMan users might 

be able to modify Access Gateway account details and settings, while another 

group might only be able to connect to Access Gateway sessions as a client. 

 More information on configuring users and access restrictions is available 

in the documentation supplied with SysMan Professional Edition. 

SysMan Utilities Standard Edition includes all the management tools available in 

the Professional Edition (both for the Access Gateway and for general Windows 

system management), but without the centralized user management and auditing.  

Similarly, the Free Edition includes the same suite of tools but with restrictions 

on how many Windows computers can be managed at any one time. 

Finally, the SysMan Remote Control product includes only the remote control 

and Access Gateway client and management functionality; other Windows 

management tools are not included.  In order to concentrate on the Access 

Gateway-specific functionality of the SysMan family, it is this edition that we 

use for the examples in the Access Gateway documentation. 

 Your Access Gateway license includes one SysMan Remote Control 

license for every licensed Access Gateway channel; this allows you to 

have as many users of SysMan Remote Control as you can have 

concurrent Gateway sessions.  If you have more users, you may need 

additional SysMan licenses. 

Updating an Existing SysMan Installation 

The Remote Control client support for the Access Gateway was first introduced 

in SysMan version 3.0.0, along with the Access Gateway management tools.  If 

you have an existing SysMan installation that predates this version, you will 

need to ensure it is up-to-date before you will be able to connect to your new 

Access Gateway installation. 

To check the version of SysMan you are currently running, start SysMan as 

usual and select SysMan About from the Bookmarks pane: 

 

This will display the SysMan About window, containing details about your 

currently-installed SysMan version: 
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If the module version shown is before 3.0.0, you will need to update to the latest 

version.  The update kit can be obtained either by selecting the option to 

download it from the SysMan About window, or from your distributor; once you 

have obtained it, it can simply be installed over the top of your existing 

installation following the usual installation procedure for your SysMan edition. 

 If you are using SysMan Utilities Professional Edition, you may only need 

to update the central Authorization Server – however, you should also 

check the user Tokens you have configured within SysMan to ensure that 

you have been granted access to the new Access Gateway features.  An 

upgrade installation of the Professional Edition does not change your 

existing Tokens, to ensure your permission settings remain intact. 

 More information about updating SysMan can be found in the 

documentation supplied with SysMan. 

Using the Management Tools 

When you start SysMan (having logged in, if using SysMan Professional), the 

SysMan Explorer window will open; included in the tree view on the left of the 

window will be a branch for Access Gateways: 

 

This branch will include an entry for each Access Gateway you have registered 

with your SysMan installation, and all management actions (as well as access to 

the Access Gateway client) take place using these registrations. 

 If you are using SysMan Utilities Professional Edition, each SysMan user 

has their own independent, personal set of Access Gateway registrations. 
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To manage or connect through a new Access Gateway, you need to register it 

with SysMan so that it appears in this branch of the SysMan Explorer tree.  The 

next section explains how the registration process works. 

 If you have installed SysMan on the same computer as your Access 

Gateway server, a suitable registration should be created automatically. 

Access Gateway Registrations 

Each Access Gateway registration contains the information needed to manage an 

individual Access Gateway – the name or address of the computer on which the 

Access Gateway server is running and the Windows credentials needed to 

manage it via WMI (if required) – as well as the details used to connect to it via 

the Access Gateway client. 

 If you only need to use an Access Gateway as a client or you only want to 

manage an Access Gateway without connecting through it, you can 

configure SysMan so that it does not request the additional details or show 

you irrelevant options. 

To create a new Access Gateway registration, simply select the Access Gateways 

folder in the SysMan Explorer tree view and then double-click the Register New 

Gateway option on the right-hand side: 
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The Register Access Gateway wizard will appear with some introductory text: 

 

Click Next to continue; you will be prompted to specify the connection details 

for the Access Gateway, as used for Access Gateway client connections.  At this 

point you can choose whether to provide the connection details manually, or use 

an Access Gateway Registration file to configure a registration automatically. 

 Providing details manually is recommended when creating a registration 

for management purposes; a registration created from an Access Gateway 

Registration file will not support the management tools by default.  

Therefore this section of the guide will only consider manual registrations. 

 More information about creating and using Access Gateway Registration 

files can be found in the Registration Files section later in this guide. 

To register with the Access Gateway by specifying details manually, first ensure 

the ‘Access Gateway address’ option is selected, and then enter the name or 

address of the computer where the Access Gateway server is running (this could 

be an external address if you are connecting from outside the LAN): 
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 If you do not need to connect to this Access Gateway as a client (to view 

sessions), you can instead select the ‘Skip this step’ checkbox at this point. 

Click Next, and the wizard will check that it can connect to the specified address.  

If the connection is successful, the wizard will prompt you to confirm the 

account credentials you wish to use: 

 

 If an error message appears, make sure you typed the address of the 

Access Gateway correctly and try again; if the test connection still fails, 

ensure your network and firewall configurations allow you to access the 

Access Gateway server at the address you specified. 

Click Next to continue; the wizard will verify that the provided credentials are 

correct, and then display the Management page.  On this page you can specify 

the name or address required to connect to the computer where the Access 

Gateway is installed for management purposes, if this differs from the details 

used for viewer connections. 
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After you click Next on this page, the wizard will check if additional Windows 

credentials are needed to access the selected computer; you may be prompted for 

these if necessary. 

 Please see the Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) section for 

more details on the permissions needed to manage an Access Gateway. 

Once you have provided all the required details, the Save Gateway Registration 

page appears: 

 

You can either accept the default registration name or specify a different one, if 

desired.  Click Apply to save the registration under the specified name; the 

SysMan Explorer window will refresh and your new registration will appear 

under the Access Gateways branch of the tree: 
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Managing Multiple Access Gateways 

If you have multiple Access Gateways in your environment, you may sometimes 

need to perform management actions on them as a group.  To help with this, 

when you select the Access Gateways folder itself in the SysMan Explorer, the 

right-hand side of the window displays the Access Gateway management tools: 

 

Selecting any of the management tools from the context of the Access Gateways 

folder will open the tool in the same way as for an individual Access Gateway, 

except it will then list the relevant items (accounts, sessions, log entries etc.) for 

all of your Access Gateway registrations combined.  You can then work with 

individual items as normal, whether they are all related to one Access Gateway 

or are spread across several Access Gateways. 

Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) 

The Access Gateway server is configured via Windows Management 

Instrumentation (WMI), which requires that you have suitable Windows 

credentials to connect to WMI service on the computer where the server is 

installed.  Since SysMan is designed to support the use of different credentials 

for different computers, if required, this can be configured either individually for 

each Access Gateway or by setting default credentials to use for all computers. 

If your current Windows credentials were not suitable for connecting to WMI on 

the Access Gateway computer during the registration process, you may already 

have entered suitable credentials when prompted by the registration wizard.  

However, if you need to change the credentials used for managing a Gateway, 

you can do so using the Registration Details tool to modify the Access Gateway 

registration: 
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After double-clicking the Registration Details tool, a dialog will appear showing 

the basic details of the relevant Access Gateway registration; selecting the 

Management tab will reveal the additional details used to connect to WMI on the 

computer where the Access Gateway service is running: 

 

 If credentials were not specified when creating the registration, it will be 

configured to use SysMan’s default connection credentials – these can be 

managed by right-clicking in the SysMan Explorer window and selecting 

Default Connection Setup from the Connection Details submenu. 

To specify new Windows credentials to use for management purposes, make 

sure the ‘Use SysMan default credentials’ checkbox is not set, then select 

‘Specific user (Windows) credentials’ as the ‘Connect using’ setting.  You can 

then provide a Windows username and password that should be used to perform 

management actions against the Access Gateway server; alternatively, the 

‘Current default (Windows) credentials’ option allows the management tools to 

use your current Windows login to manage the Access Gateway, if appropriate. 
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Notes: 
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Access Gateway Accounts 

Introduction 

Before an Access Gateway client or Remote Connector can connect to the 

Access Gateway, it needs to authenticate using the information stored in the 

relevant Access Gateway registration.  This authentication is performed using an 

account name and password. 

 We refer to ‘account names’ rather than ‘usernames’ because you may 

choose to use the same account for several individual users, depending on 

the scale and security requirements of your Access Gateway deployment. 

Each account has associated with it, in addition to its password and 

administrative information such as a description field and creation date, a 

number of flags which together make up the account’s basic permissions: 

 An enabled/disabled flag 

 Flags to specify whether the account can be used by the Access Gateway 

client (‘viewer’) and/or the Remote Connector (‘server’) 

 A ‘view all’ flag, for super-user accounts. 

When first installed, the Access Gateway server creates a single account with the 

following details: 

 Account name: System 

 Password: sysgem 

 Description: Default account 

 Allowed use: Both Access Gateway clients and Remote Connectors 

 Flags:  Enabled, View All 

This is a highly-privileged account – as configured, it will always be able to 

connect to the Access Gateway and create or view sessions – and so we 

recommend changing the default password as described in Changing Account 

Passwords. 

 When registering new clients and Remote Connectors, the registration 

wizards will check to see if authentication is required and, if so, whether 

the default account name and password are valid.  This is designed to 

make initial installation and testing of the Access Gateway 

straightforward, but once you change the password you will need to 

manually specify account details during registration of new components! 
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Anonymous Users 

In addition to named accounts, the Access Gateway supports anonymous 

authentication to accommodate situations where you may not wish or be able to 

issue account details to certain types of users. 

Anonymous connections can have their permissions configured in the same way 

as named accounts – the same set of flags is available, allowing anonymous 

connections to be disabled entirely or restricted based on whether they are from 

an Access Gateway client or a Remote Connector.  The default settings for 

anonymous connections are: 

 Allowed use: Access Gateway clients only 

 Flags:  Enabled 

The allowed uses for anonymous connections can be configured using the main 

Access Gateway Settings management tool; in addition, you can configure the 

full set of permissions using the same management tools that are used for 

managing named accounts, which will be described later in this section. 

Account Isolation and Permissions 

The permissions described so far make up the basic permissions for an account; 

these allow you to quickly configure certain accounts as viewers (and thus able 

to connect with the Access Gateway client) and certain accounts as servers 

(those that can use the Remote Connector to create new sessions).  By default, 

any account with the viewer role selected can connect to any session that has 

been created by any account with the server role selected. 

 This means that, with the default account permissions in place, only the 

System account can create new sessions – but these sessions can be viewed 

by both the System account and by anonymous users. 

However, we realize that you may well have more stringent requirements for 

controlling access to your Access Gateway sessions, and therefore a finer-

grained permissions system is available if you need it – we call this Account 

Isolation, and it can be enabled via the main Settings management tool. 

When Account Isolation is enabled, you have full control over which accounts 

are allowed to connect to sessions created by any other individual accounts, 

allowing you to configure permissions to whatever degree of flexibility you 

require.  For instance, you could create an ‘office users’ account which can 

create sessions, but only the ‘technical support’ account can connect to them – 

and at the same time anybody can connect to a session created by a 

‘presentations’ account. 

 It is in this type of configuration that the View All account flag becomes 

useful – and powerful.  Accounts with this flag can bypass all Account 

Isolation permissions and connect to any session they want; therefore it is 

important to control access to accounts with this flag, such as the default 

System account. 

We call these finer-grained permissions advanced permissions, and since they 

only apply once you enable Account Isolation we shall return to them after 

looking at the basic account management facilities. 
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Channel Limits and Reservations 

The Access Gateway is licensed on a ‘concurrent channels’ basis, where we use 

the term channel to refer to an active viewing session – that is, open sessions in 

themselves do not count as active channels, but each viewer that connects to a 

session is counted towards your licensed concurrent channel limit. 

 More information on Access Gateway licensing and concurrent channels 

can be found in the Access Gateway Licensing section later in this guide. 

In some situations, you may want to exercise finer-grained control over 

concurrent sessions on a per-account basis.  For instance, you may decide to 

divide your licensed channels between accounts, so that any one account cannot 

monopolize your entire licensed channel entitlement; alternatively, you may be 

happy to allow accounts to open as many channels as they need, but also ensure 

that a particular account used for server administration will always be able to 

open at least one channel. 

To support scenarios such as these, the Access Gateway allows you to configure 

channel limits and reservations on a per-account basis.  When an account has a 

channel limit set, it will never be able to be connected (as a viewer) to more 

sessions at any one time than the configured limit; correspondingly, when an 

account has a channel reservation set, the Access Gateway will ensure that 

enough channels are kept free for that account to always open at least its 

reserved number of channels. 

 The Access Gateway’s licensed channel limit will always take priority 

over both account settings; if all licensed channels are in use, no account 

will be able to connect to and view a session regardless of any configured 

account channel limits or reservations. 

Different Strategies for Creating Accounts 

The Access Gateway permissions system, as described, offers you flexibility in 

configuring account permissions – but this can easily lead to a situation where 

you may need to balance that configurability against administrative overhead and 

your individual security requirements.  Therefore you may wish to consider 

various different strategies for creating Access Gateway accounts and assigning 

them to Access Gateway users. 

One approach is simply to create one account with both viewer and server 

permissions, and have all users use this account with both the Remote Connector 

and Access Gateway client registrations.  However, this leaves you with no 

control over which users can view any other user’s sessions – although this 

might be perfectly acceptable in some environments, others might require the 

ability to restrict viewing of sessions. 

At the other extreme, accounts could be created for individual users, and the 

advanced permissions system used to specify exactly which users are allowed to 

connect to each other’s sessions.  But this quickly becomes complicated as new 

accounts are added and the correct permissions need to be established for each. 

Another approach might be to create accounts for groups of users – for instance, 

one account might be used by office staff (who can create sessions so that the 

help desk can assist them with problems), another account for home workers 

(who can both create sessions when seeking assistance and connect to their own 

sessions back in the office if they need to use their workstation remotely), and a 

third for the help desk staff who can connect to sessions created by both of the 

other two accounts.  In addition, a fourth account might be configured to allow a 

persistent session to be created on each workstation’s console, so that only 

system administrators are allowed to connect to these sessions without the user 

at the workstation being involved. 
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As you can see, each approach has different trade-offs between administrative 

overhead and granularity of permissions; we shall look at how to configure each 

style as we encounter the appropriate tools in this section.  

Basic Account Management 

Nearly all account management operations are performed using the Accounts 

tool, found in the Management section of an Access Gateway entry in the 

SysMan Explorer tree: 

 

Double-clicking this tool will open the Access Gateway Accounts display, listing 

the accounts currently configured for the selected Access Gateway: 
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From here, you can perform both basic account management as described in this 

section and the more advanced configuration described under Advanced Account 

Management. 

 The only account management option not available from this display is the 

main setting for enabling or disabling account isolation; this will be 

discussed in the Configuring Account Isolation section. 

Creating Accounts 

To create a new Access Gateway account, start the Accounts management tool 

and right-click anywhere in the Access Gateway Accounts window.  Select the 

Create New Account menu option, and an input form will appear to prompt for 

the new account details: 

 

Provide an account name (and, optionally, a description), and specify the basic 

account permissions – whether the account can be used for servers (Remote 

Connectors) and viewers (Access Gateway clients) – along with the account 

enabled flag.  You will also need to provide and confirm a password for the new 

account. 
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Once the account details are set to your liking, click Apply; the new account will 

be created: 

 

Click Close to return to the Accounts window, where the new account should be 

listed. 

Changing Account Passwords 

An account’s password can be changed by right-clicking on the account in the 

Access Gateway Accounts window, and selecting the Set Password menu option.  

This will display an input form, prompting for the new password: 
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Enter the new password (and confirm it, for verification), and click Apply.  The 

account password will be updated. 

 You cannot set a password for the anonymous account.  However, you can 

disable it or change its permissions as described in the next section. 

Setting Basic Account Permissions 

The basic account permissions can be changed via the Account Properties form.  

To open this form, double-click an account in the Access Gateway Accounts 

window (or right-click on the account and select Account Properties): 

 

The General tab will be displayed by default; this tab allows you to change the 

account name and description as well as the account enabled/disabled flag.  The 

remaining basic permissions are found on the Roles tab. 

 You can also enable or disable accounts directly, using the Enable/Disable 

Selected Accounts menu options in the main Accounts window. 

 If you have already enabled Account Isolation, two additional tabs will be 

displayed in the Account Properties form; these will be covered in the 

Setting Advanced Account Permissions section later. 
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The Roles tab includes the other two basic permissions flags – whether the 

account is enabled/disabled, and whether it can be used for connections from the 

Remote Connector (‘as server’) or Access Gateway client (‘as viewer’) – as well 

as the account’s channel limit and reservation settings, as described in the 

Channel Limits and Reservations section: 

 

Leaving the channel limit or reservation fields empty, or setting them to 0, 

disables the relevant constraint for this account – the account will be able to open 

as many channels as desired, subject to the overall licensed concurrent channel 

limit and any reservations configured for other accounts. 

Once you have configured the account permissions as required, click Apply to 

save your changes. 
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Deleting Accounts 

Accounts can be deleted from within the Access Gateway Accounts window by 

selecting the account or accounts to be deleted, then right-clicking and selecting 

the Delete Selected Accounts menu item.  A window will appear to confirm the 

accounts to be deleted: 

 

Select Apply to delete the selected accounts. 

 You cannot delete the anonymous account.  However, you can disable it 

using the Account Properties or Disable Selected Account menu options. 

Advanced Account Management 

We have already seen the menu options used to configure the basic account 

permissions, in the Setting Basic Account Permissions section.  The advanced 

permissions are set using additional tabs on the same input forms, which only 

appear if Account Isolation has been enabled. 

Configuring Account Isolation 

Account Isolation can be enabled or disabled using the main Access Gateway 

Settings tool.  To view or change the Account Isolation configuration, double-

click the Settings tool under the Management section of an Access Gateway 

entry in the SysMan Explorer window: 
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The Access Gateway Settings window appears, and by default includes a column 

showing the current status of the Account Isolation setting: 

 

Double-clicking on the entry in this window will open the Properties dialog box; 

selecting the Account Options tab will reveal options to control anonymous use 

of the Access Gateway, as well as the Account Isolation option: 

 

Once Account Isolation is turned on, the advanced account permissions will take 

effect: 

 by default, Access Gateway clients will only be able to connect to sessions 

created by Remote Connectors that were registered using the same account; 

 accounts can be granted additional permissions to view (or be viewed by) 

other accounts; 

 accounts with the View All flag set can bypass these permissions and view 

all sessions. 

The following sections describe the options used to configure the permissions 

that become effective when Account Isolation is enabled. 
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Setting Advanced Account Permissions 

To configure the advanced permissions for an account, select it in the Access 

Gateway Accounts window and open the Account Properties form as before.  

Two additional permissions tabs (Can View and Can Be Viewed By) will now 

be available alongside the General tab we have already seen. 

Selecting the Can View… tab will reveal the options related to using this 

account for Access Gateway clients: 

 

The ‘can connect as a viewer’ checkbox controls the same basic permission as 

the corresponding option on the General tab; if this permission is not granted, 

then the account cannot be used from the Access Gateway client and the other 

options on this tab will be grayed out as inapplicable. 

When the ‘can connect as a viewer’ permission has been granted, the ‘view all’ 

and ‘view selected’ fields become available.  The ‘view all’ option allows the 

account to override all other configured permissions and connect to any available 

session; the ‘view selected’ field configures the list of accounts whose sessions 

this account will allowed to connect to. 
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Selecting the Can Be Viewed By… tab similarly reveals the options related to 

using the account for Remote Connectors: 

 

On this tab, the main permission is ‘can connect as a server’, which again 

reflects the same option on the General tab and will gray out the ‘can be viewed 

by’ field if not selected.  Once selected, the ‘can be viewed by’ field allows you 

to configure the list of accounts that will be able to connect to this account’s 

sessions. 

 When you create a new account, it is automatically added to its own ‘Can 

View Selected’ and ‘Can be Viewed By’ lists; you can remove this default 

reflexive permission if required. 

Changing the ‘Can View Selected’ or ‘Can be Viewed By’ fields automatically 

updates the corresponding fields in the accounts that have been added or 

removed – for instance, if you add Account A to the ‘Can View Selected’ list of 

Account B, then Account B will be added to the ‘Can be Viewed By’ list of 

Account A. 
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Confirming Account Permissions 

To check that your accounts have been configured with the correct permissions, 

the Show Effective Permissions menu option is provided in the Access Gateway 

Accounts window.  Right-clicking on an account and selecting this menu option 

will display a window showing the actual permissions that are currently 

configured for the account: 

 

The window shows three sets of information – the full set of accounts whose 

sessions can be viewed by this account, the full set of accounts that can view this 

account’s sessions, and explanatory text to indicate which settings are 

influencing the effective permissions.  For instance, if Account Isolation is 

disabled, a note is included to explain that the Can View / Can Be Viewed By 

lists for each account are currently ineffective. 
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Notes: 
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Audit and Usage Logging 

Introduction 

The Access Gateway maintains an audit log of all sessions and connections 

made, including details of the Access Gateway accounts used, Windows 

usernames and computer names, and session access codes.  This log is stored at 

the Access Gateway server itself, and can be viewed using the Session Log 

option from within the management tools. 

As well as the session and connection auditing information stored in the main 

session log, the Access Gateway also keeps a record of the duration and total 

data transfer figures for each connection.  This allows you to track the usage of 

your Access Gateway down to the individual session and user, if required – for 

instance, to find the amount of time spent on remote support.  These statistics are 

available through the Usage History option in the management tools. 

In addition, all administrative actions taken against the Access Gateway are 

logged by SysMan in its own audit log; this can be viewed using the usual 

SysMan Audit Browser display. 

In this section we will look at these three types of log, and the tools available to 

view them. 

The Session Log Tool 

The session log can be viewed by navigating to your Access Gateway in the 

SysMan Explorer tree view, and then double-clicking the Session Log tool 

(found under the Management section): 
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The Access Gateway Session Log window will open, initially showing the full 

contents of the session log: 

 

Filtering the Session Log 

To narrow down your search for the required information in the session log, 

several filtering options are available; alongside the standard display filtering 

options offered by SysMan (such as the Find tool or custom filters), the Session 

Log display itself provides a Quick Filter mechanism to allow you to easily 

extract entries matching your criteria. 

 More information on SysMan’s display filtering options can be found in 

the documentation supplied with SysMan. 
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To use the Quick Filter facility, right-click on an entry in the Session Log 

window and select Quick Filter.  A window will appear showing the available 

search criteria, pre-filled with the details from the selected entry: 

 

Looking at the column on the right, you can see that each of the criteria is 

currently set to Ignore; each entry can be changed to either Show (only entries 

which match all of the selected Show criteria are displayed) or Hide (entries that 

match any of the Hide criteria are not shown, regardless of the Show criteria). 

Clicking the fields in the column at the left allows you to select one or more 

values to filter upon – the list of available values is based upon the data currently 

available in the Session Log window, and multiple entries can be selected if 

desired. 

Additionally, a date range can be specified at the bottom of the window, either as 

an explicit start and end date or using the Quick Range option to select a 

commonly-used period. 

Once you have configured the Quick Filter to your liking, click Apply to filter 

the display data accordingly.  The filter can be removed by refreshing the display 

by pressing F5 or clicking the Refresh button in the toolbar at the bottom of the 

display window: 
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Clearing the Session Log 

When the session log gets larger, you may wish to clear the existing data to 

make it more manageable.  This can be done by right-clicking in the display and 

selecting Clear Session Log: 

 You may want to export the existing session log data from the display 

window before you clear it! 

 

Make sure that this is what you want to do – if you had multiple Access Gateway 

hosts visible in the display, ensure that the correct hosts are selected in the field 

in this window – and then click Apply to clear the session logs on the selected 

Access Gateways. 
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The Usage History Tool 

The Usage History tool works in much the same way as the Session Log tool; it 

can be started by selecting Usage History from the Management section of an 

Access Gateway entry in the SysMan Explorer tree view, and opens to display 

all the usage accounting data currently available: 

 

A Quick Filter option is present, and works identically to the one seen in the 

Session Log window; however, the Usage History window does not include an 

option to clear the historical data. 

The SysMan Audit Browser Tool 

SysMan’s built-in auditing capability keeps a log of all management actions 

performed within SysMan, including Access Gateway configuration and 

management. 

This audit log can be viewed using the Audit Browser option found in the 

Favorites panel on the left of the SysMan window: 
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Double-clicking on this option will open a small window prompting for search 

parameters, which can be used to narrow down the data retrieved from the audit 

log: 

 

After entering any desired filter options and clicking OK, the Audit Browser 

window will show the audit entries matching the filter criteria: 
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Double-clicking any entry in the list will open a window that shows the details 

of who performed the selected management action, when they did it, and which 

computer or computers they performed it against.  It will also show any 

additional details related to the action, and the results: 

 

If you are using SysMan Professional, the audit browser will show you entries 

from all SysMan users, regardless of which workstation they were using.  

However, in other SysMan editions which do not feature a centralized audit log, 

it will only show you actions performed from the same workstation. 

 For more details on the SysMan audit log and Audit Browser window, 

please see the documentation supplied with SysMan itself. 
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Notes: 
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Managing Sessions 

Introduction 

Access Gateway sessions can be of several types: 

 single-use sessions – these can only be connected to by a single viewer 

before the access code expires 

 multiuser sessions – these support multiple viewers and remain available 

until closed by the user 

 persistent sessions – these are available whenever the Remote Connector is 

running 

The only way to create an Access Gateway session is through the Remote 

Connector; however, the management tools allow you to monitor which sessions 

are currently available or active, as well as closing sessions if required. 

Monitoring Active Sessions 

To view the list of currently-available sessions, and to see which ones are active 

(have viewers connected), start the Current Sessions tool from the Session 

Control section of an Access Gateway registration in the SysMan Explorer: 
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The Active Gateway Current Sessions window will appear, showing an entry for 

each session currently available on the Gateway: 

 

Each entry shows the session’s access code, along with the number of viewers 

currently connected, the date and time the session was started and the account 

details, Windows username and computer name of the Remote Connector that is 

responsible for the session. 

In addition, it tells you whether the session is multicast (allows multiple viewers 

to connect) and persistent (will remain available in the future).  Persistent 

sessions also support a session name, used to more-easily identify them for 

management purposes. 

 The various types of session are discussed in more detail in the Remote 

Connector User’s Guide. 
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Connecting to an Active Session 

 The features described in this section are covered in more detail in the 

Access Gateway Client User’s Guide. 

Double-clicking an entry in the session list will open the Connect to Session 

window, which shows you the basic details about the session you have selected: 

 

Click Apply to connect to the session; this will start the Active Gateway client 

(part of the SysMan Remote Control viewer) and prompt you for the credentials 

to use to connect to the remote user’s desktop: 

 

Enter suitable credentials and click OK to connect. 

 By default, the SysMan Remote Control engine included in the Remote 

Connector will accept any Windows username and password for any user 

in the Administrators group on the remote computer; other details may also 

be used if the Remote Control engine has been configured to accept them. 

 For more details about configuring the Remote Control engine, please see 

the Remote Connector User’s Guide. 

Once you have finished with the session, you can disconnect from it by closing 

the SysMan Remote Control window.  If the session you connected to was 

configured to only allow one viewer, it will automatically end and disappear 

from the Current Sessions list. 
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Terminating an Active Session 

To forcibly terminate a running session and disconnect any existing viewers, 

right-click on the entry in the Current Sessions window and Enforce 

Disconnection.  A window will appear showing the details of the session or 

sessions selected: 

 

Verify that the details are correct and click Apply; the session or sessions will 

immediately be terminated, and any viewers will be disconnected. 

Persistent Sessions 

The Remote Connector allows users to create persistent sessions – these are 

sessions that are available whenever the Remote Connector is running, and keep 

the same access code across multiple uses. 

When a persistent session is available, it can be connected to in the same way as 

a non-persistent session – either using the Connect by Code option or its entry in 

the Current Sessions display – but it can also be saved as a session shortcut. 

 More information on creating persistent sessions can be found in the 

Remote Connector User’s Guide; for details on session shortcuts, please 

see the Access Gateway Client User’s Guide. 

The management tools allow you to view the details of persistent sessions that 

have been created, and to delete persistent sessions that are no longer required. 
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Viewing Existing Persistent Sessions 

To view a list of the persistent sessions that have been created, double-click the 

Persistent Sessions entry in the Session Control section of an Access Gateway 

registration in the SysMan Explorer window: 

 

The Active Gateway Persistent Sessions window will open, showing a list of all 

known persistent sessions: 

 

This list includes details such as who created the persistent session, when it was 

created and from which computer, as well as status information such as whether 

the session is currently available to be connected to, and when a Remote 

Connector or Access Gateway client last used the session details. 

Each session has its associated access code – used to connect to the session from 

the Access Gateway client, as with non-persistent sessions – as well as a session 

name, which is used to make sessions easier to identify. 

As with the Current Sessions display, you can connect to a persistent session by 

double-clicking on it (as long as it is available for connections!) 

Deleting a Persistent Session 

A persistent session can be terminated from the Current Sessions display in the 

same way as a non-persistent session; however, although any connected viewers 
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will be disconnected from the session, the session itself will be re-established for 

new connections shortly afterwards. 

To delete a persistent session so that it is no longer available for connections, 

right-click on its entry in the Persistent Sessions list and select Delete Selected 

Sessions.  A window will appear confirming the sessions to be deleted: 

 

Verify the details are correct and press Apply; the sessions will be deleted so that 

they can no longer be re-established by their respective Remote Connectors.
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Registration Files 

Introduction 

We have already seen (in the Getting Started guide) how users of the Remote 

Connector and Access Gateway Client need to create registrations in order to 

connect to your Access Gateway.  However, in our examples so far, the Access 

Gateway address and account details (if required) have been provided manually, 

by completing the steps of the registration wizard. 

When you have a large number of Remote Connectors or Access Gateway 

Clients to deploy, or you want to provide your users with a simple, 

straightforward method of registering with your Access Gateway, you can 

instead create a registration file that contains all the required details for a 

registration.  This can then be used to automate the setting-up of new Remote 

Connector or Access Gateway Client registrations. 

Creating a Registration File 

Registration files are created from within the SysMan Explorer tree in the 

management tools.  After selecting your existing Access Gateway in the tree, 

double-click the Registration File entry under the Build & Export heading: 
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The Access Gateway Registration File wizard will appear and guide you through 

the steps required to create a new registration file, including checking that the 

specified details are valid for Remote Connectors and/or Clients: 

 

Once the wizard is completed, you can use the resulting registration file when 

registering new Access Gateway Clients or Remote Connectors using the 

appropriate Add Access Gateway Registration wizards. 

Using a Registration File at the Access Gateway Client 

The registration file can be used to supply registration details to the Access 

Gateway Client during the Add Access Gateway Registration wizard. 

 Registrations created from an Access Gateway Registration file will not 

support the management tools by default.  However, if suitable WMI 

access is available, you can enable the management tools after creating 

such a registration by using the Registration Details option described 

earlier in the Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) section. 

To create a new registration using a registration file, start the wizard by selecting 

the Access Gateways folder in the SysMan Explorer tree view and then double-

clicking the Register New Gateway option on the right-hand side: 
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The Add Access Gateway Registration wizard will appear, showing some 

introductory text: 

 

Click Next to continue; the wizard will prompt for the connection details to use 

for viewer connections.  First select the ‘Access Gateway Registration file’ 

option; this will enable the File field: 

 

Click on the arrow to the right-hand side of the field to display a standard Open 

File dialog box; navigate to and select your Access Gateway Registration file, 

which will usually have the .agr extension. 
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Once selected, the full path will appear in the File field of the registration 

wizard: 

 

Click Next to continue; the wizard will use the details in the file to connect to the 

Access Gateway server and verify the provided information before displaying 

the Save Access Gateway Registration page: 

 

You can either accept the default registration name or specify a different one, if 

desired.  Click Apply to save the registration under the specified name; the 

SysMan Explorer window will refresh and your new registration will appear 

under the Access Gateways branch of the tree: 
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Using a Registration File with the Remote Connector 

The registration file can be used to supply registration details to the Remote 

Connector, either when creating a new registration manually or during bulk or 

unattended deployments. 

 For more information on using a registration file with the Remote 

Connector’s Add Access Gateway Registration wizard from the user’s 

perspective, please see the Remote Connector User’s Guide. 

Using Registration Files Manually 

To use a registration file during the manual creation of a new Access Gateway 

registration, start the Add Access Gateway Registration Wizard using the Add 

button on the Gateways tab of the Remote Connector’s Options dialog box. 

 You can also use a registration file when registering a Remote Connector 

for the first time; in this case, the wizard will appear automatically. 

The Add Access Gateway Registration Wizard’s introduction page will appear; 

click Next to continue to the Select Access Gateway page.  This is the page 

where we have so far specified an Access Gateway by typing its address.  

However, instead of providing an address for your Access Gateway, specify the 

location of the registration file (or use the Browse button to locate it): 
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Click Next to continue; the wizard will verify the details in the registration and 

then prompt you to confirm the name of the new registration: 

 

Click Finish to save the registration as normal. 

Using Registration Files for Bulk Installation 

If you have a large number of Remote Connectors to install, you may wish to use 

a remote or unattended installation tool to deploy the software across the relevant 

computers. 

To allow you to easily configure the required Access Gateway registration, the 

installation package supports a GATEWAYREGISTRATION property that 

specifies the location of a registration file.  If this property is set, the details in 

the specified file will be used to automatically create the relevant Access 

Gateway registration for all users during the installation process. 

 How you specify properties for an installation depends on the deployment 

technology you are using – for instance, to deploy via a Group Policy 

Object you will need to create a .mst transform file to set your properties.  

To illustrate automated installations, though, we will include some 

example MSIEXEC commands in this section. 

The installation package also supports various properties to pre-configure the 

SysMan Remote Control Engine and Server as required; the full set of supported 

properties is shown in the table below: 

Property Name Value Default Value 

RCINSTALLFOLDER Full directory path see below 

PASSWORD Session password <empty> 

If empty, allow only Windows authentication. 

SHOWCONNS 0 (off) or 1 (on) 1 (on) 

Show connection list for active connections. 

QUERYCONNECTIONS 0 (off) or 1 (on) 0 (off) 

Require the user’s permission for connections. 

EDITSETTINGS 0 (off) or 1 (on) 1 (on) 

Allow RC Engine settings to be changed. 
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Property Name Value Default Value 

SHOWSTATUS 0 (off) or 1 (on) 1 (on) 

Show RC Engine icon in the notification area. 

PORT Port number for RC Server 7256 

GATEWAYREGISTRATION Full registration file path <empty> 

SHOWADVANCEDPAGES 0 (off) or 1 (on) 0 (off) 

 The SHOWADVANCEDPAGES property is not useful for unattended or 

silent installations; however, when performing an interactive installation, it 

adds a page to the installation wizard to allow an Access Gateway 

Registration file to be selected and registered automatically. 

 The default RCINSTALLFOLDER is Sysgem AG\SysMan Remote 

Control Server, under the system’s 32-bit Program Files folder. 

 Turning off all three of SHOWCONNS, QUERYCONNECTIONS and 

SHOWSTATUS will leave the user unaware of any connections to their 

session; please make sure that this complies with any policies or local laws 

on the monitoring of computer use before installing such a configuration. 

These properties can be combined as required; for instance, the following 

command will start an installation (with a basic progress bar), create an Access 

Gateway registration, disable the use of session passwords, stop the connection 

list from appearing automatically, and prevent the user from changing any of the 

Remote Control Engine settings: 

MSIEXEC /PASSIVE /I AccessGateway_RemoteConnector.msi SHOWCONNS=0 
        GATEWAYREGISTRATION=Z:\Support\Gateway.agr EDITSETTINGS=0 

By default, both the Access Gateway Remote Connector and the SysMan 

Remote Control Server service will be installed during an automatic installation.  

However, this can be controlled with Windows Installer’s ADDLOCAL property 

and the feature names RemoteConnector and SysManRCServer; for instance, to 

silently install just the Remote Connector and create a registration automatically: 

MSIEXEC /Q /I AccessGateway_RemoteConnector.msi ADDLOCAL=RemoteConnector 
        PASSWORD=P@ssw0rd GATEWAYREGISTRATION=Z:\Support\Gateway.agr 
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Notes: 
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One-Click Connector Packages 

Introduction 

In the Getting Started guide we saw that sessions are created using the Remote 

Connector, which we installed on a test workstation that we wanted to control 

remotely. 

However, it is not always convenient to install the Remote Connector on every 

machine where it might need to be used – even if you use bulk or automated 

installations to push the Remote Connector out to your computers ahead of time, 

a user might require assistance from home or from a computer where they do not 

have permission to install software. 

To help in these situations, the Remote Connector can be packaged as a pre-

configured One-Click Connector executable.  You can create these packages 

yourself, incorporating a suitable Access Gateway Registration file and your 

SysMan Remote Control Engine configuration settings, so that users can create a 

session simply by running your One-Click Connector package; they do not need 

to install anything, and the package does not require any special permissions to 

run. 

 More information on the One-Click Connector from the user’s perspective 

can be found in the Remote Connector User’s Guide. 

Creating a One-Click Connector Package 
Using the Management Tools 

A One-Click Connector package can be created quickly and easily through the 

Management Tools, using a wizard found in the SysMan Explorer tree.  To open 

the wizard, select your Access Gateway in the tree as usual and then double-click 

the One-Click Connector option under the Build & Export heading: 
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The Generate One-Click Connector wizard will appear, showing some 

introductory text: 

 

Click Next to continue; the wizard will guide you through a number of pages to 

confirm the Access Gateway registrations details to be used, in a similar fashion 

to Export Registration File wizard, and then prompt you for configuration 

settings for the SysMan Remote Control engine that will be embedded in the 

One-Click Connector package: 

 

A number of pre-defined configuration templates are available for selection if 

desired; alternatively, you can configure the settings manually. 

 For more information on using and defining SysMan RC configuration 

templates, please see the documentation supplied with SysMan. 
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Once the configuration is correct, click Next; the wizard will prompt you to 

specify and confirm a password for the Remote Control sessions: 

 

 Windows authentication is not available when using a One-Click 

Connector; as a result, the wizard will not allow you to continue without 

setting a session password to use for authentication. 

Click Next to continue; the following wizard pages will allow you to customize 

the appearance of the One-Click Connector when run on a target system.  First, 

you will be asked for an optional custom window title: 

 

If specified, this title will be displayed in the title bar of the One-Click 

Connector window in place of the default title. 
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The second customization option, available on the following page, allows you to 

provide a banner graphic that will be shown at the top of the window, above the 

normal Remote Connector status information. 

 

 If specified, this banner should be no more than 446 pixels wide, and can 

be up to 512 pixels tall; narrower banners will be shown centered in the 

One-Click Connector window. 

After providing any desired customization details, click Next to continue; the 

wizard will prompt you for a filename and location for the new One-Click 

Connector package.  Provide one, and then click Apply to create the executable: 

 

The One-Click Connector package has now been created, and you can provide it 

to your users as required. 
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Creating a One-Click Connector Package Manually 

The tools required to create a One-Click Connector manually are installed 

alongside the Access Gateway server; creating the package is straightforward, 

but you will need to provide the relevant configuration files to customize the 

package before you can continue.  The following sections provide details on 

these requirements and the process of creating the One-Click Connector package 

at the command line. 

Prerequisites 

There are two files that you will need to provide in order to create a customized 

One-Click Connector package: 

 An Access Gateway Registration file, created as described previously in the 

Creating a Registration File section 

 A SysMan Remote Control Engine configuration file, which contains the 

settings that the One-Click Connector will use for its sessions (overriding 

any existing configuration on the machine where the package is started) 

The engine configuration file can be copied from an installed Remote Connector 

(or SysMan Remote Control Server) that has previously been configured with 

the settings you require; it will be located in the installation directory, typically 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Sysgem AG\SysMan Remote Control Server, and is 

called SysgemRC.ini. 

 You can change this filename when you take a copy of the file to use with 

the One-Click Connector package. 

You should configure the SysgemRC.ini file to include a session password for 

the Remote Control engine; if you use a configuration file that only supports 

Windows authentication, you might not be able to connect to the sessions created 

by the One-Click Connector.  There is no way to provide an access control list 

(ACL) for Windows authentication as part of the One-Click Connector 

customization process. 

 If Windows authentication is enabled in a One-Click Connector package, 

the ACL that controls which Windows users can connect to the session 

will be taken from the configuration of any previously-installed Remote 

Connector (or SysMan Remote Control Server) on the machine where the 

One-Click Connector is started. 

Creating the Package at the Command Line 

Once you have a suitable Access Gateway Registration file and SysMan Remote 

Control Engine configuration file, you can proceed to create your customized 

One-Click Connector package. 

This can be done on the computer where you installed the Access Gateway 

server; the tool used to create the package is called Create-OneClickPackage and 

was installed alongside the central service.  For your convenience, a Start menu 

shortcut was also installed that will open a command prompt with its PATH pre-

configured to allow easy invocation of this command-line tool: 
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Once you have an appropriate command-line window open, you can create your 

package by entering a command such as the following: 

Create-OneClickPackage Gateway.agr SysgemRC.ini MyPackage.exe 

In this command, Gateway.agr is the name of your Access Gateway Registration 

file, SysgemRC.ini is the name of your SysMan Remote Control Engine 

configuration file, and MyPackage.exe is the name of the package that will be 

created. 

 All three of these parameters can be provided as a path instead of just a 

filename – e.g. "Access Gateway Registrations\Support Gateway.agr" or 

Z:\Support\OneClickConnector.exe.  You can also omit the final parameter 

to use the default package filename, Sysgem_OneClickConnector.exe. 

The One-Click Connector Creator will ensure that the filenames you have 

provided are valid, and then create your customized package: 

Z:\Support>Create-OneClickPackage Gateway.agr SysgemRC.ini MyPackage.exe 
Sysgem Access Gateway One-Click Connector Creator v1.0 build 6251 
Copyright (C) 2015 by Sysgem AG. 
 
Package MyPackage.exe created successfully. 
 
Z:\Support> 

You can now provide this MyPackage.exe file to users, as required. 

One-Click Connector Packages and 
Authenticode Signatures 

Because the contents of a One-Click Connector package are customized with 

your own configuration details, the resulting package file will not bear an 

Authenticode digital signature. 

Depending on how the One-Click Connector package is obtained by your users, 

and the security settings on the computer where they are trying to run it, this may 

cause a warning message to be displayed – or in extreme cases, the user may not 

even be allowed to run the package (for instance, if they are downloading it from 

a website and their web browser does not trust the server). 

If this poses a problem in your environment, you may need to obtain an 

Authenticode code-signing certificate and sign the One-Click Connector 

executable yourself.  This will secure your customized package against 

tampering, and may also display your company name to the user when they try 

to start the One-Click Connector; this will offer them additional reassurance that 

the package is official and will connect them to your Access Gateway. 

 For more details about signing One-Click Connector packages, please 

contact Sysgem Support via our website at http://www.sysgem.com/.
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Access Gateway Licensing 

Introduction 

The Access Gateway is licensed on a ‘concurrent channels’ basis – that is, your 

license allows a certain number of active viewing sessions to be allowed 

simultaneously.  You can install and use an unlimited number of Remote 

Connectors, and create an unlimited number of sessions, but the Gateway will 

only allow connections from the Access Gateway client to those sessions up to 

the total number of licensed channels active at any one time. 

Your Access Gateway license also includes the same number of licenses for 

SysMan Remote Control as it does concurrent channels; this means you may 

install as many copies of SysMan Remote Control as you require, but only for 

use by as many users as you have concurrent channel entitlements.  If there are 

additional users of SysMan Remote Control, for instance where you have more 

helpdesk staff than you do concurrent channel licenses, you will need to ensure 

these additional users are properly licensed. 

 If you already have a suitable license for any SysMan family product, you 

can use it to connect to the Access Gateway as a client and for 

management purposes; however, SysMan licenses do not grant you 

additional concurrent channel entitlements. 

Trial Licenses 

When you first install the Access Gateway server, it automatically creates a trial 

license, valid for 30 days, which allows an unlimited number of concurrent 

channels.  During this trial period the Access Gateway is fully functional, and 

you can acquaint yourself with its capabilities and deploy as many client and 

Remote Connector components as you require. 

After 30 days this license will expire, at which point the Access Gateway will no 

longer allow any channels to be established – your Remote Connectors will still 

be able to create sessions, and the management tools will still function, but the 

Access Gateway client will not be allowed to connect to any available sessions. 

To purchase a permanent license, or if you would like to extend your trial 

beyond the standard 30 day period, please contact Sysgem or your distributor. 

Licenses and Installation IDs 

Each Access Gateway server has an associated Installation ID, which is a unique 

identifier embedded in the Access Gateway license file – whether a trial license 

or a permanent one.  When an Access Gateway client or Remote Connector 

connects to the Gateway server, it verifies that the server’s installation ID 
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matches the ID the server provided during the initial registration of the 

component.  This allows your clients and Remote Connectors to verify that they 

are communicating with the expected Access Gateway and that your session is 

not being redirected to an imposter server. 

However, this means that if the Installation ID in your license changes for any 

reason – for instance, you upgrade your license to support more channels without 

providing Sysgem or your distributor with your existing Installation ID – then 

you will have to re-register your Access Gateway clients and Remote Connectors 

before they will accept the new license. 

To avoid this situation, Sysgem (or your distributor) may request that you export 

a copy of your existing license when requesting a permanent, upgraded or 

extended trial license. 

The License Tool 

Your Access Gateway license can be managed through the License tool, 

available under the Management section of an Access Gateway entry in the 

SysMan Explorer: 
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Double-clicking this tool will start the Access Gateway License display, showing 

a summary of your currently-installed license: 

 

As usual, more details are available by clicking the binoculars icon, or by 

double-clicking the entry in the display: 
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Exporting Your Existing License 

To export your current Access Gateway license (for instance, to back it up or to 

send it to Sysgem or your distributor for amendment), right-click on the entry in 

the display and select the Export License to File option.  A window will open 

prompting for a filename to export the license to: 

 

Specify a destination filename and click Apply to continue.  The license will be 

saved to the specified file: 
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Importing a New License 

To import a new Access Gateway license, right-click on the entry in the display 

window and select Import License from File.  A window will appear, prompting 

for the new license file: 

 

Select the new license file and click Apply to continue; the new license will be 

imported, superseding any existing license: 

 

 If the new license has a different Installation ID from the one included in 

the existing license, a warning message will be displayed to remind you 

that existing Remote Connectors will need to be re-registered. 

The new license details take effect immediately after importing the new license, 

and should be reflected in the Access Gateway License display window once you 

close the import window. 
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Notes: 
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Glossary of Terms 

A 

access code 

A short code used to identify and connect to an Access Gateway session. 

Access Gateway account 

A name and password used to connect to an Access Gateway server. 

Access Gateway client 

The software used to connect to an Access Gateway session and view or 

control the remote user’s screen.  Included with and installed as an integral 

part of all SysMan products. 

Access Gateway Management Tools 

The software used to configure and manage an Access Gateway server.  

Included with and installed as an integral part of all SysMan products. 

Access Gateway registration 

The configuration information required to connect to a given Access 

Gateway, given a friendly name for reference and stored within the Remote 

Connector, Access Gateway client and Management Tools. 

Access Gateway Registration file 

A file containing all the details required to connect a Remote Connector or 

Access Gateway client to an Access Gateway server. 

Access Gateway Remote Connector 

The software used to create Access Gateway sessions and allow remote 

users to view or control your screen. 

Access Gateway server 

The central software component of the Access Gateway.  Installed on a 

central server that is accessible to all other Access Gateway users, the 

Access Gateway server provides communication facilities for the Access 

Gateway Remote Connector and client components. 

Access Gateway session 

An individual remote control session, established by a user running the 

Access Gateway Remote Connector and identified with a short access code. 
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account isolation 

A feature of the Access Gateway server, allowing the administrator to 

individually control which Access Gateway accounts are allowed to connect 

to sessions created by other accounts (see basic permissions and advanced 

permissions.) 

advanced permissions 

The additional access permissions and restrictions that take effect when 

account isolation has been enabled; advanced permissions consist of a list of 

Access Gateway accounts that can view a given account’s sessions, and vice 

versa.  (See account isolation and basic permissions.) 

B 

basic permissions 

The set of access permissions associated with every Access Gateway 

account, whether account isolation has been enabled or not; basic 

permissions control whether an account can be used for connections from 

the Remote Connector and/or the Access Gateway client. 

C 

channel 

A connection between a viewer and a session; the Access Gateway is 

licensed based on maximum concurrent open channels.  Each individual 

viewer of a session counts as using one channel, but a session with no 

connected viewers does not count towards the number of licensed channels. 

M 

multiuser session 

A type of Access Gateway session that allows multiple viewers to connect to 

it simultaneously.  Users may connect and disconnect freely until the session 

is closed. 

N 

non-persistent session 

A type of Access Gateway session that is created interactively by a user 

using the Remote Connector.  A non-persistent session can only be used 

until the user closes the Remote Connector. 
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O 

One-Click Connector 

A small self-contained program that is customized with your Access 

Gateway details and configuration settings.  Users can create Access 

Gateway sessions by simply running your One-Click Connector package 

(e.g. after having downloaded it from your intranet), without any 

requirement to install the Remote Connector ahead of time. 

P 

persistent session 

A type of Access Gateway session that runs in the background and remains 

available whenever the Remote Connector is running.  Persistent sessions 

retain their access codes even when the Remote Connector is shut down and 

restarted. 

R 

registration (see also Access Gateway registration) 

The process of creating an Access Gateway registration from within the 

Remote Connector or the Access Gateway client. 

registration file 

see Access Gateway Registration file 

S 

session 

see Access Gateway session 

single-use session 

A type of Access Gateway session that can only be connected to once; after 

the remote user has connected, the session’s access code is no longer valid 

for any other users to use. 

SysMan 

A family of system management products from Sysgem; used to refer to any 

member of the SysMan family, e.g. SysMan Remote Control or SysMan 

Utilities. 

SysMan Explorer 

The tree view window to the left of the SysMan workspace, showing all 

computers, Access Gateways and management options available to the user. 

SysMan Professional 

A product in the SysMan family that provides the same features as SysMan 

Utilities, along with multi-user support for central authentication, auditing 

and authorization. 
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SysMan Remote Control 

A product in the SysMan family that provides just the Remote Control and 

Access Gateway-related features, as opposed to the full set of Windows 

management utilities available in other SysMan products. 

SysMan Remote Control client 

The GUI application that allows a user to interact with a SysMan Remote 

Control Server or an Access Gateway session.  Included with and installed 

as an integral part of all SysMan products. 

SysMan Remote Control Engine 

The underlying component of the Access Gateway Remote Connector and 

SysMan Remote Control Server that provides them with remote control 

capabilities.  The SysMan Remote Control Engine configuration includes 

various settings that are shared between the Remote Connector and Remote 

Control Server running on the same computer. 

SysMan Remote Control Server 

The server component of SysMan Remote Control, allowing direct access to 

computers in a LAN environment. 

SysMan Utilities 

A product in the SysMan family that provides Windows management tools 

as well as all of the Access Gateway management and client facilities 

included in SysMan Remote Control. 

W 

Windows Management Instrumentation 

A Microsoft technology allowing remote administration and configuration 

of Windows systems; used by SysMan and the Access Gateway 

management tools to work with remote computers. 

WMI 

see Windows Management Instrumentation 
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